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Where pr6teat and afenciyvreportr and justificatlons
have centered around sole-source procurement being
for C-130 aircraft, but detailed review of record
indicatee that equipment being procured is.not for
C-130 aircraft and Is intezded ae replacement for
Item. being divertsd from contract for other air-
craft, GAO is unable to conclude from record that
any basis exists for sole-source award for contem-
plated procurement and matter is remanded to agency
to explore passibility of accomplishing procurement
DO competitive basis.

Parker-Eannifin Corporation. (PHC) has piotested against a sole-
source aw4rd being made to XAR Industries '(XAR) for eight Universal
Aerial Refueling Receptacle Slipway Instailations (UA MSI) and related
equipment under request for proposals (Rrr) No. FP3657-7f-R-0972 issued
by the Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
ohio.}

A UARRSI, au defined by the Air Force, is:

"[T]he receptacle universally applied to el
aircraft and positioied in the aircraft to enable
mating for receipt of fuel from a tanker aircraft
using a flying boom nozzle or equivalent system.
during exchange of fuel while both aircraft are in
flight.''

The AirlForce'has attempted to jus'ify this procurement on the
basis';that the UARRSI' is for C-130 aircraft and the procurement cycle
is seuch that there would not be adequate, time for anyone other than
UAk-the current manufacturer of the equipment--to make delivery within
the required tirefrae * The determination and findings (D&L) to
support negotiation on a sole-source basis uLder 10 U.S.C. 2304(a)(10)
(1970) are preaised upon the UARRSI being for the C-130 aircraft. the
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Air Force ham indicated that the juatificavion for tte requited tine-
frame ostensibly ha. been based upon the C-130 need. The thee that
runm through all the agency report. in that the procurement i. for thu
C-130 aircraft. Likewise, the PECprotest and comen's have been
upon that basis. However, upon a review of the record, we find that
the UARiSI Is not for the C-130 aiinraft, the equipment for that
aircraft having been diverted from contract P33657-75C-0659. The
UAUMSI's are intended as replacement. for the items beir.& diverted and
will actually be used on aircraft other than the C-130. A Dw for
equipment for C-130 aircraft doe. not support the procurement actually
to be made.

Thn-, we are unabte to concl&le from the record that any beasi
exista for a sole-source award for the contemplated procurement There-
fore, it may be that theru is adequate time available to procure the
UARRMSI on a competitive basis. Accordingly, it is racoueraded that
the Air Force explore the possibility of accimpliehing the procurement
for the aircraft actually involved on that basis.

In view ^f the posture of the case at this tine, we find it unnec-
esary to consider any of the issues raised by the protest.

The matter is remanded to the Air Force for appropriate considera-
tion and action.
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